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Introduction

Description:
The objective of this Advanced Master in Public Health Methodology is to provide a large degree of autonomy in the use of public health methods. The programme is addressed to public health professionals, health managers, who work at different levels of the health system, with a view to providing them with a specific skills needed for health system management and development of analytical and specialized approaches to strengthen their action strategies (operational research, health planning, health services research, health strategies and management). The targeted skills aim at the achievement of an overall objective which is to: "ensure methodological approaches and public health decision-makings, consistent with the needs of people, communities and individuals." This Advanced Master thus highlights the methodologies of analysis and investigation of major health issues in developing countries and in a global health approach. It also intends to give to the students a sufficient basis for a systemic understanding of health issues as well as contextual and environmental factors that determine the answers to them. By the variety of teaching methods and by the commitment of teachers and students, this Advanced Master will enable health professionals to specialize in the aspects of the fight against disease and for a better health (epidemiology and biostatistics), organization and policy, systems and health services management (health economics aspects, management, health planning and operational research) as well as the development of social approaches to health and transversal skills such as research methodology, scientific writing and capitalization of public health actions.

Training content
This 60 ECTS programme, which covers different methodological aspects, is composed of a compulsory part (50 ECTS) and an optional part (30 ECTS are proposed and the student must choose at least 10 - with a maximum of 25).

The compulsory part of the program counts for 50 ECTS:
- Biostatistics and epidemiology
- Qualitative methods and contextual factors in public health
- Health economics and quality management
- Planning and health system research and management
- Operational research and south lectures
- Master Thesis

The several optional teaching units are related to:
- Health information system, interview and questionnaire surveys
- Advanced methods in biostatistics and epidemiology
- The WHO strategy for incorporation of traditional medicine in healthcare
- Special research questions in public health
- Special research question in emergency situations
- Interdisciplinary seminars in translational medicine

Your profile
This Advanced Master is open to a wide range of practitioners (public health executives, medical doctors, health economists, research workers in the biomedical sector, etc.).

This course is an Advanced Master degree which means a master subsequent to a previous master. Therefore the general admission requirement for the course is that the applicants must possess a diploma at least equivalent to a master degree (5 years of university education).

To be admitted, applicants must bear a 2nd cycle degree considered equivalent to 300 credits (minimum 5 years of study) by the Jury. If the degree represents only 240 credits (minimum 4 years of study), the candidate should have acquired 60 extra credits through other 2nd cycle studies or through some form of specialization, or must prove to have acquired the useful knowledge through personal or professional experience.
Learning outcomes

On successful completion of this programme, each student is able to:
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The programme’s courses and learning outcomes

For each UCLouvain training programme, a reference framework of learning outcomes specifies the skills expected of every graduate on completion of the programme. Course unit descriptions specify targeted learning outcomes, as well as the unit’s contribution to reference framework of learning outcomes.
Access Requirements

In the event of the divergence between the different linguistic versions of the present conditions, the French version shall prevail.

Decree of 7 November 2013 defining the landscape of higher education and the academic organization of studies.
The admission requirements must be met prior to enrolment in the University.

Unless explicitly mentioned, the bachelor’s, master’s and licentiate degrees listed on this page are to be understood as those issued by
an institution of the French, Flemish or German-speaking Community, or by the Royal Military Academy.

In the event of the divergence between the different linguistic versions of the present conditions, the French version shall prevail.

SUMMARY

- General access requirements

General access requirements

Translated from  https://www.gallilex.cfwb.be/fr/leg_res_01.php?ncda=39681&referant=l02

Art. 112. § 1. In accordance with the general requirements established by the academic authorities, students who have:

1. a master’s degree;

2. an academic degree similar to the one mentioned in the preceding paragraph awarded by a higher education institution in the Flemish
Community or the German-speaking Community, or by the Royal Military Academy, by virtue of a decision of the academic authorities
and in accordance with any additional requirements they may establish;

3. a foreign academic degree recognised as equivalent to those mentioned in paragraphs 1 and 2 pursuant to this decree, a European
directive, an international convention or other legislation, in accordance with the same requirements.

The additional admission requirements referred to in paragraph 2 are intended to ensure that the student has acquired the knowledge
and skills required for the studies in question. When the additional admission requirements consist of one or more additional course
units, these may not represent more than 60 additional credits for the student, taking into account all the credits that he or she may
otherwise use for admission. These course units are part of the student’s study programme.

§ 2. In accordance with the general requirements established by the academic authorities, a student who holds a title, diploma, degree
or certificate of higher education, in the French Community or outside it, which does not grant him or her eligibility for admission to a
specialised master’s course by virtue of the preceding paragraph, may nevertheless be admitted by the jury of the course in question, in
accordance with the additional requirements that it establishes, if the totality of the higher education that he or she has completed or the
expertise that he or she has acquired is valued by the jury to be at least 240 credits.

§ 3. By way of derogation from these general requirements, the academic authorities may also admit to a specialised master’s course
holders of a title, diploma, degree or certificate awarded outside the French Community which, in that system of origin, grants direct
eligibility for postgraduate studies, even if the studies sanctioned by these credentials are not organised into distinct degree courses or
within a time period of at least five years.
Evaluation

The evaluation methods comply with the regulations concerning studies and exams. More detailed explanation of the modalities specific to each learning unit are available on their description sheets under the heading “Learning outcomes evaluation method”.
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